That the unit sphere Sx = {xeli:\\x\\l^i} is compact in the weak* topology of /, is well known (cf. [1, p. 424] ). An elementary integral E can be defined for the weak* continuous real functions on Soe. It can then be extended by the Daniell process; and the extended integral induces a countably additive measure on Soe. Professor W. F. Eberlein defined E for the case k = 1 in [2] . We generalise his results to the case fe 2:1. The extended integral and the corresponding measure on Soe will be called the Eberlein integral and the Eberlein measure respectively. Application of this integral to a discussion of mechanical quadratures will be made in a later paper.
2. Notation and preliminaries. We introduce some notation here. More will be explained when the need for it arises. Let (2.1) x = {*.,...,J be the sequence of coefficients in (1.1). Setting (2.2) X" = {xn _nk:nx + -+ nk = n} we can write (2.1) as a simple sequence (2.3) x = (X0,Xx,-,Xn,-), the elements of X" being ordered, say lexicographically. We denote the number of elements in X" by c", so that
When the order is relevant, the members of X" will be enumerated as Ç"x,Ç"2,--.,l;"c . If y is a K-fold sequence ordered similarly to x, the symbols X" ± Y" have unambiguous meanings. If the members of Fare n"i,r¡"2,---,nnCn in that order, we write <X",r"> for Z£, £nirini and <x,j>> for E"=0<X",F">.
The following notation will be used to condense long expressions:
(T"= £ c";/<n = n (c,!);X"rn= ^""Jí,)"' -(i*)n\ We define the integral E on (£(Sa0) in such a manner that, for fe L0n'íí(Sao), E(f) reduces to the ordinary average
Generally, for/e L" n <^(SQ0), we define
If we use (3.3) for /e L" _ xt~\ ^(S oe), we have only to use Dirichlet's theorem to perform the integrations with respect to dX", to obtain
which shows that the definition (3.3) is consistent with the inclusions (3.1). If feL0C\'^(S<a) and we use (3.3), we can perform n reductions like the above and arrive precisely at (3.2). Now we let fe ^(S x) be arbitrary, and define the functions /" for n = 0,l,2,---by fjx) =f(Pnx) for xeSoe. Clearly, p(x,P"x) ;£ 2_n-0 as n -oo. Since / is continuous on the compact space Sx, and hence uniformly continuous, we have \\f-fn I oo = sup { |/(x) -f(Pn x) | : x e S oe } -0 as n-oo.
Hence fn-*f uniformly. As E is obviously a linear functional of unit norm on each subspace L" n V(S oe) of ^(Sx), | E(fJ-E(fn) | = \\fm-fn | " -0 as m, n -co.
Then {£(/") :n = 0,1,2, •••} is a Cauchy sequence of real numbers, and we define limn£(/n) as £(/). Explicitly, for/eiP(SJ, (3.5) Eif) = lim£_j...jñ^}dXo-dXn. «nal We remark that this same formula serves to define E(f) for any bounded Baire function/. From here the standard Daniell extension process leads to the Eberlein integral and the Eberlein measure on S m. We shall denote the extended integral also by the symbol J"s fdE x.
Theorem. TheEberlein measureon Sw is concentrated on{xeSoe: ¡x||i= 1}, the strong boundary of Sx.
Proof. As the function (1 -|| x | x ) is positive in the interior and zero on the boundary of S^, it is clearly enough to show that I, (l-||x||1)J£x = 0.
Noting that j| x \\x = lim"a" and that anecé?(Sx) for n = 0,1,2, •••, and using (3.5)
we have, for K > -1,
On performing the indicated integrations with respect to dXn by the aid of Dirichlet's theorem, we see that Using Dirichlet's theorem to evaluate the last integral and using the evaluation of Qrn-X from (3.6), we reduce (4.8) to (r\y~lKx\K2\-KJ.
í/+i) n 11(^+0 i=i 1=1
Using this in the general term of (4.7), we see the equality of (4.5) and (4.6).
(iv) For a fixed non-negative integer n, let r0,rx,.-.,rn be any non-negative integers. We shall evaluate (4.9) / = f <x0, Y0y • •• <X" Y"Y"dEx.
Jsoe
As this integral vanishes whenever one or more of the r's is odd, we assume them all to be even. The following condensed notation will be useful in evaluating the above integral:
R_, = 0, and Rj = Î ^¡(O^j^n); Using the multinomial theorem to expand < X"_J-,Yn_y>r"~ and integrating termwise using Dirichlet's theorem, we obtain
Substituting this in (4.10), we obtain
ri (<■"-,+o i = l a reduction formula for /"_;. Repeated application of this formula yields (4.12) j-j.-n ***-<->w*. and that term-by-term integration is permissible. Here It is a sum over j from I top; I2 is a sum over all integers nx, n2, ••-,nJ-such thatO ^ nx <n2 <■•• nj< co; and I3, a sum over all strictly positive integers rni, r"2, •••, rn] whose sum equals p.
As we are going to integrate over Sm with respect to dEx, it is obvious that we can also stipulate that each of rni,r"2,---,rnj be even. To integrate the typical term of (4.14), we can exploit the result (4.12) which gives the value of the integral (4.9). First we have to re-express this term (apart from the constant factor) in the same form as the integrand of (4.9). To this end, we define and rewrite the summand of (4.14) as rolr^..rnl <Xo. ro>r° <Xt,F¿>" -<XBi, V* .
Using the result of (4.12), we conclude that the integral of the summand in (4.14) is plfÎ^-i-iO. ÜN(i,rd where £l5 E2, S3, mean the same as in (4.14), and we understand that rni>rn2>'">rnj are au" strictly positive and even.
(vi) Of considerable importance to the discussion of mechanical quadrature formulae is the special case, p = 2, of the general result (4.18). When p = 2, the index j in the sum E ! assumes the two values, 1 and 2. When 7 = 2, the corresponding sum £3 is empty. Collecting the terms for j = 1, we get 
